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Philosophy

• Complete socialist:
• All slides available
• All constructs available
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Electrodes  Neuropixels













iPhone imaging



Super-
Widefield
imaging



Microendoscopic imaging
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2-photon imaging







GCaMP6 much better



Can image spines



Single-spine responses

Chen et al, (2013)



Chen et al, (2013)



jGCaMP8

bioRxiv



Works for reds too



2-color in vivo



Light-sheet microscopy



Misha Ahrens, Philipp Keller, Nikita Vladimirov Nature Methods (2016)



Misha Ahrens, Jeremy Freeman, Philipp Keller, Nikita Vladimirov
Nature Methods (2016)



2p-RAM “mesoscope”



2p-RAM “mesoscope”



- What signaling molecules are being used?



SLAP microscopy





1 kHz, large-FOV, 
2-photon imaging



1 kHz (1.5 Mpixel) imaging of Glu uncaging & diffusion

Marvin et al. 2018

Imaging diffusion-limited processes

Kaspar
Podgorski

(SLAP)



Glutamate

Marvin et al. (2018)Jonathan Marvin



“iGluSnFR2” “iGluSnFR3a” “iGluSnFR3b”

Abhi Aggarwal Kaspar Podgorski

Glutamate



Quantal Release of Glutamate



Quantal Release of Glutamate

Also see
Jensen 2019



Dimitri Kullmann et al. (UCL) Marvin et al. (2019)

GABA

Jonathan Marvin



Dimitri Kullmann et al. (UCL) Marvin et al. (2019)

iGABASnFR
+ F102G
+ F102Y.Y137L
+ R205A (non-binding)

GABA



iGABASnFR “iGABASnFR2”

Ilya Kolb Jeremy Hasseman

GABA



iAChSnFR

Joe Cichon (NYU)

Acetylcholine

Phil Borden



Joe Cichon (NYU)

ACh signal is localized on neuropil



Julius Zhu, UVA

And at somatic release sites

Super-resolution (~20 nm localization)



And is quite rapid (phasic ACh signaling)

Kaspar Podgorski et al. (SLAP paper, 2019)

1 kHz 2-P frame-rate iAChSnFR imaging in cortex
current injection in nucleus basalis



Quantum imaging?



- What does the circuit look like & where are 
sp. proteins?



Protein tracking Super-resolution imaging (PALM)

McKinney et al 2009“mEos2”

Monomeric
Stable
BrightGaby Paez



More monomeric
Fixation-resistant

Paez-Segala et al 
2015

(4% PFA, 2% glut, 1% OsO4, 1% UA) 

“mEos4”





Pat Rivlin Nirmala Iyer



Pat Rivlin Nirmala Iyer





SV: synaptic vesicles
M: mitochondria
SSR: sub-synaptic reticulum
arrow: synapse



- How to control specific cells & circuits



Optogenetics



Plants
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